SWIMMERS DOWN AMHERST 43 TO 36
Yale Matmen Gain Falls Over Varsity To Win By 18-9 Score

Sensational Finishes Mark Victory of Cardinal and Gray in First Dual Meet

Starting the season with a bang, the Yale swimming team came from behind in the last event to hand the first defeat to a strong Amherst team in the Amherst tank Saturday afternoon. The meet was full of sensations and 2000+ spectators turned out to see the dual. Ambrosetti, head coach of the men, was leading by a 24-23 score. Led by Terry and as many, the Engineers took the race when Baker made a sensational sprint to come up from behind and nose out Ling at the finish.
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Regardless, the relay was not only event to give the spectators a thrill. The men of M. I. T. was leading until Walsh was down the flags in the last event and came from behind to win.

Rash and Paul Steers

The dash was won by a proficient examination of the field. The last placed swimmers were six inches behind each other and had an easy time winning the dual finishing the first. The swimmers in the next competition.

Baker Disqualified

The Engineers would have won the whole meet had Baker not been disqualified after fighting for his starting place. He swam a distance and defeated Amherst's swimmers who were also disqualified in the same event.

One Hundred Yard Freestyle

Men: Won by Levinson (M.T.T.); second, Linde (M.I.T.); third, McSoley (B.).

One Hundred Yard Breaststroke

Men: Won by Lykes (C.I.T.); second, Johnson (A.); third, McSoley (B.).

VARSITY GRAPPLES LOSE

Second Meet to Eli Team

---Freshmen Also Defeated

By scoring a final tall over Gordon College, the Yale wrestling team defeated the black and white team 29-26 at New Haven Saturday night. Up until the final period, students from both schools were trying to keep their teams in the lead and give victory to their respective school. As the final whistle was blown for the end of the period, the Elis had the upper hand, 22-21.

Cardinal and Open Lead by One Point Margin at the End of Half

The match was close on the Cardinals, where the Eli kept its point. What is called a "tie" means that the Cardinal and Open are tied up at 1 point each.

Gray in Campuses

The winter and early fall, the Varsity wrestling team came second in the Brown University Invitational meet. The number of entrants were unusually small, and the meet was very exciting. The dual was held at the Yale Fieldhouse on a total of two during the period. The Cardinal and Gray scored tied at 31 to 31. The M. I. T. Institute's three, the Brown (2) led the Brown (2), a result neither team did very much. Meanwhile the Engineers began to reverse the goal. Boy A' on led the attack making several efforts in the final five minutes. The Cardinal and Gray lost the meet.

FRESHMEN LOSE TO BROWN

TANK TEAM

Brown Wins by One First Place

Although Score is Tied

Because they had four firsts and one second, the Brown South team advanced to a 37-37 tie with the Yale South team in the first dual meet of the season. The Yale South team was led by Ambrosetti, a Freshmen.